Fly Dream 2.4 GHZ do it yourself conversion
by Dean Williams
There are  probably more than just a few
good quality 36 Meg transmitter sets out
there that are feeling a bit unloved these
days. Unloved because they don’t have
frequency modules that can be swapped
to take advantage of all that there is to
offer by the 2.4 GHz revolution. Enter Fly
Dream with their DIY module kit and the
opportunity to find that love again!
Essentially the DIY module has the same
circuitry found in the 8-channel Fly Dream
plug-in modules, but packaged in a more
compact form to fit within a standard
transmitter case. Hence the conversion is
not plug and play, there is some soldering
required, but it’s kept to a minimum. The
main features to the success of this unit will
be how easy it is to install, how it works on
the bench and how it works in practice.
Do it yourself package

The DIY module kit really just represents
the bare bones needed for conversion but
it’s still well packaged. The module itself
is wrapped in heat shrink, about 40 x 20
x 7 mm in size with three sets of wiring
protruding. A coaxial wire terminating in
a gold plated threaded coupling to connect  
to the antenna, a five colour wiring ribbon
for the range/bind button & LED assembly.
Last but not least is another three wire connection to link to the transmitter.
The supplied antenna is a screw in 3 dBi
unit, which can be bent through 90 degrees,
with a notch at 45 degrees, and rotated 360
degrees. On the top edge of the module is a
small switch to change between polarity of
the incoming PPM signal from the transmitter. JR uses negative, whilst Futaba/
Hitec uses a positive polarity PPM signal.
It should be noted the module functions
only with the transmitter is in PPM (Pulse
Position Mode) and not in PCM (Pulse
Code Mode). The module has an in-built
DC-DC switch mode voltage converter
(like an SBEC on an ESC) so can accept
input voltages between 6 and 18 volts and
efficiently drop it down to 3.3 volts used by
the module which operates at small 40 mA
of current.
Antenna output is about 60 mW, a bit more
than half of some other systems. In  theory
that could mean it may not have the signal
range or robustness of the more powerful
systems but that will be revealed in practice. The Fly Dream V3 system transmits
using Frequency Hopping Spread Spec-

trum (FHSS), and hops across nineteen  
frequencies. Another interesting feature
of the module is that its Globally Unique
Identifier (GUID) code number can be user
modified in the extraordinarily unlikely (1
in 13 million) chance of a clash (2 systems
with the same GUID) affecting each other’s
signal.
Fly Dream state the V3 module scans the
2.4 GHz band when switched on and selects the 19 cleanest frequencies to operate
on. Importantly for Australian operators
is that the V3 (but not earlier versions) is
both ‘C-ticked’ and accepted under MAAA
MOP 058 for club use, which are no small
feats of compliance.
Fly Dream Receiver

Just as I was converting an old 6-channel
36 MHz transmitter with the DIY module,
I was sent a 6-channel receiver for the
review. There are 4 and 8-channel receivers
available also. For a full range receiver it is
small weighing only 6.5 g and this makes
it very versatile. It has a nominal operating input voltage of 4.8 to 6 volts but it has
been reported to still operate down to 2.8
volts, which is very low, minimising the
risk of a brown-out. The twin antennas, are
95 mm long, but it’s only the last 33 mm
(the white whiskers) that pick up the signal.
The additional length is so they can be
placed at a distance apart to provide some
signal path diversity.
It is also prudent practice to mount the
antennas so the whiskers are oriented 90degrees to each other.
Time for the DIY bit

The nature of the module installation
means you are going to need some basic
electronics tools such as a multi-meter,
25 watt soldering iron and solder, wire
stripper, and heat shrink tube. If you’re not
skilled in soldering, don’t be put off, it’s
not very demanding, only requiring three
solder joints to be completed (and they
will be hidden inside the case so they don’t
need to be particularly neat).
Hutton Oddy (of Fly-RC Australia, the
Australian Fly Dream distributor) supplies a good set of step-by-step illustrated
instructions on how to install the DIY
module which should take away any apprehension about the process. Hutton is
always very happy to answer any questions
about his products too. The guinea pig

for this review was my old (but still loved
ED? JR XF631 transmitter. The conversion
started with removing the crystal, battery
and rear of the case (requiring unscrewing
six screws). This revealed the TX innards,
which is pretty neat in this set. The 36 MHz
radio frequency (RF) board was pretty
much a separate unit that sits on four  posts,
held with four screws and connected to the
rest of the circuitry by three wires. These
three wires are the ones that the Fly Dream
module needs to be soldered to.
It’s important to get this connection right
and here is where the multi-meter comes
in. The TX battery is re-connected to the
transmitter and the transmitter switched on.
The voltage of each wire in the connection
is tested against the negative terminal (usually the non-red wire) of the battery. I could
get a voltage reading by probing into where
the wires entered the plug attached to the
RF board, writing down which one gave a
reading of 0.0 volts (the negative or ground
wire), 0.3-0.4 volts (the signal wire) and
9.6 – 10.0 volts (the positive wire).
The transmitter was then turned off, the
battery unplugged, antenna removed then  
the screws undone to release the RF board.
Finally the connecting wires were cut (leaving about 35 mm attached to the transmitter) and their insulation stripped ready for
soldering. However, the 36 MHz RF board
does not have to be removed, it can be
retained and operated in parallel to the 2.4
GHz module with a simple switch wired up
to swap between bands.
A guide to do this is included with DIY
module instructions. In my case, the input
wiring of the Fly Dream module was soldered directly to their respective transmitter
wires that were connected to the 36 MHz
board, and insulated with heat shrink. The
conversion was now ready for testing. The
2.4 GHz antenna was attached to the module and the transmitter was powered up in
bind mode (pressing the bind button when
powering up).
The 6-channel Fly Dream receiver had been
set up with a servo and a switch harness
attached 4-cell NiMH pack. The receiver
was powered up whilst pressing its bind
button to put it in bind mode. The LED on
the receiver flashed to show it had bound
to the transmitter and both the receiver and
transmitter were powered down. Powering
them up again and wiggling the transmitter
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sticks operated the servo so binding was
successful first try and I could finish the
installation with confidence.
To mount the DIY module, a piece of 1.5
mm ply was cut and screwed to the mounts
used for the original 36 MHz RF board then
stuck to the module with double sided tape.
Because I was committing the unit to 2.4
GHz operation, the base the 2.4 GHz antenna was epoxied into the original antenna
housing in the top of the transmitter case,
ensuring it was centred. The elbow cleared
the cased and the epoxy didn’t get into the
antenna mounting threads.
Mounting the bind/range button assembly took a bit of thought to ensure it was
located on the case where they wouldn’t get
accidently bumped during normal handling,
and the associated wiring wouldn’t foul internally on the existing wiring or get caught
in the gimbals. (very important ED) Once
I had found a good spot, the holes were
carefully drilled and the circuit board was
mounted with a couple of drops of epoxy.

A few carefully placed
dobs of epoxy held
the button board in
place on the back
casing.

The supplied sticker cleaned up the outward
look of the installation and identified the
buttons. The transmitter was re-assembled
and to stop grime getting in a little black
insulation tape was used to cover the hole
where the crystal was plugged in. All in all  
the installation process went smoothly.

The sticker neatly
completes the exterior
and identifies the
LED, bind and range
buttons.

Bench testing

With the installation of the module complete, some bench testing was carried out
with the receiver. First job was the setting
of the receivers fail safe in the event of
loss of signal. The transmitter controls are
set to the desired fail safe positions and
the receiver is programmed to remember
this configuration with a press of its bind
button.  I set the failsafe to neutralise the
control surfaces and cut the throttle. The
failsafe cuts in about a second after losing
signal. Re-connect time is quick, about
half a second or less. Servo movement
was smooth thanks to the resolution of the
system is 1024 steps.
Flight testing

To test the functionality and flexibility of
the system I drafted in two models for flight
assessment, an indoor aerobatic model,
an Ikarus Shockflyer and an outdoor sport
model, a Seagull Innovator, both electrics
(of course!).

Transmitter internals before – the orange
board is the 36 MHz RF section of the
transmitter.

Transmitter internals after – the 36 MHz
RF board was replaced with some 1.5 mm
ply to which the Fly Dream module was
mounted using double sided tape and the
antenna base was glued into the original
antenna mount on the top of the case.

Fly Dream 2.4 GHz DIY conversion.

My indoor Shockflyer, at 165 g, easily carried the 6-channel
receiver, such is the flexibility of this full range unit.

With the label removed, the receiver
shows off its neat input (top) and output
(lower ) circuits. The receiver has 7 sets
of pins, the 7th is the separate battery
connection.

My outdoor test model, the Seagull Innovator electric trainer,
flight testing could not have gone better.

The rear side of
the Fly Dream
V3 6-channel
receiver
displaying
evidence of
regulatory
approvals such
as FCC, CE and
C-Tick.

The Shockflyer weighs 165 g and usually fly’s with a 2.5 g 36 MHz receiver.
Swapping over to the 6-channel 2.4 GHz
receiver proved no challenge, with Velcro
to hold the receiver and tape to hold the
antennas to the airframe. Indoor, in range
check mode with the model sitting on the
wooden floor, control was lost at 50 paces
(metres) from the model, 5-times the recommended minimum distance!
Despite carrying that extra 4 g of weight,
performance of the Shockflyer (bristling
with 45 watts of pure grunt!) was unnoticeably affected. Indeed it was great to fly
without the need to worry about the level
frequency control needed when operating
on 36 Meg. I used the Seagull Innovator
for outdoor testing as it was already programmed into the transmitter for training.
The Fly Dream receiver was mounted with
Velcro and the antennas taped so they were
well separated and lay at 90 degrees to
each other. With the model sitting on the
ground (not ideal for maximising range) I
lost control 40 m from the model in range
test mode.
Not quite as good as indoor, but the setup was not as favourable and it still far
exceeded the minimum 10-metre distance.
Once during testing, I got to the flight
line with the model armed and ready to
go, but with the transmitter still in range
check mode! Luckily as I went through my
mental pre-flight checklist, the proverbial

light went on, prompting a quick push of
the range button to return to full power
operation.
This highlighted a potential weak point in
the system, whilst the LED does change
colour between flight mode (green glow)
and range-check mode (yellow glow), in
bright sunlight, seeing the difference is a
challenge so it’s more up to the squidgy
organic mass in charge (in this case, me!)
remembering to take it of range-check
mode.
Other than that, outdoor flight testing went
off without a hitch. I pushed the model out
as far and high as I could see to control it
and had it in all sorts of orientations and
couldn’t provoke any misbehaviour relating to control. With 36 MHz I occasionally
would get a hiccup from a glitch, but not
with the Fly Dream system.
Conclusion

The Fly Dream DIY module offers a fantastic value for money path into 2.4 GHz
operations for existing owners of non-moduled 36 MHz sets. The installation process
of the DIY module was not a challenge and
it delivered reliable operation, you can’t
ask for much more than that.
The Fly dream 2.4 conversion pack and
2.4 receivers are available from
Fly-RC Australia 0425 285 758
www.fly-rc.com.au
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